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BERCZY GLEN PHASE 1-SUBDIVISION

GROUNDED IN STRENGTH



Berczy Glen Phase 1-Subdividion

Allow our range of
cost-effective customizable 
product to bring value to your 
next project

Project Description

The Berczy Glen Phase 1 development is a large 
residential subdivision project located in Markham, 
just north of Toronto, off of Elgin Mills Road. This 
large development is a mix of high-rise and low rise 
residential dwellings. 

Niran Construction was awarded the contract for the 
site servicing of this large residential project. The 
project includes servicing of over 300 dwellings, as 
well as the installation of infrastructure. The project 
included over 1200m over 100D concrete storm 
sewer , maintenance holes, in-line maintenance holes 
and catch basins. There were also 250D class 
concrete pipe, manhole pipe stubs and extended 
manhole bases.

Niran raised concerns to your Engineering Team 
about the sensitive ground conditions and the lower 
class of pipe designed by the Consultant. After 
engaging our excellent Engineering Team at Forterra, 
a review of the site conditions was performed and a 
recommendation to use 240D pipe and the Special 
Manhole design were implemented with great 
success.

Forterra manufactured 800m of 300mm specially 
design pipe at 240D strength to accommodate the 
deep installation for this project.

With the collaboration between Forterra and Niran, a 
specialty maintenance hole structure was designed 
and manufactured.  The structure included in an 
extended base along with cast in concrete pipe joints.

Because of the design of precast concrete pipe, this 
structure is ready to go when it arrives on the jobsite. 
Providing the customer with no concerns for the deep 
installation.

Proven design, and time-saving efficiency are just a 
few ways that precast pipe continue to be the product 
of choice for both owners and engineers.
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Project Type
 Concrete Pipe 

Contractor 
Niran Construction 

Owner 
Mattamy (Monarch) Ltd

Location  
Markham, Ontario

Engineer
Urbantech




